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Figure 2. Bar graph showing difference in total number of
recyclables collected from transparent and opaque
experimental condition, respectively.
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behaviors among students, and finding simple and
practical solutions to maximize recycling habits on
campus, the University of Arkansas can not only

This research used a single sample within-subjects
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design and compared the recycling preferences of

The data showed that there was not a measurably

individuals in the Arkansas Union over the course of

significant difference in the two styles of receptacle

seven days. Two ClearStream BeverageMax

bags used. The transparent bags did have 8.8%

recycling receptacles (Figure 1) were placed on

more recyclables than did the opaque ones (Figure

opposite sides of the Union living room with either

2), but upon performing a single sample t test to

an opaque or transparent bag.

compare the differences in the sample (N = 68, M =
0 .46, SD = 0.50) to those of the test value (0.50),

Figure 1. Photo of the

the data proved to be insignificant, supporting the

ClearStream

null hypothesis, t(67) = -0.73, p = 0.47, 95% C.I. [-

BeverageMax1 recycling
receptacle used for this
study.

0.17, 0.08]. This could be due in part to the small
sample size; however, further research with larger
samples could potentially yield significant results.
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optimize its sustainability goals, but can also save
some of Earth’s valuable resources.
Being able to use my sustainability minor in a real
world setting has significantly enhanced my
experience here at the University, and has given me
practical skills to use in the field of sustainability.
This research has also showed me the vital role that
individuals play in terms of conservation and
sustainability.
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